
Storytelling on CCBC’s Book Tour is the most special program members can apply for 
through Storytellers of Canada. This report completes my second tour which was 
rather unique because I toured two provinces virtually from my kitchen.


There were five sessions divided between two schools on May 4th, one hosted by a 
library; and 3 - one hour sessions split between 2 schools on May 5th. Zoom style    
storytelling at its best in Ontario and the Yukon via Montreal. Only the Whitehorse     
students could gather in school.


Sainte Catherine of Alexandria School requested that I tell stories on ‘Nurturing Hope’ 
as the tour fell during Catholic Education Week. The King Solomon Story !This Too 
Shall Pass” peaked the students curiosity enough to ask if it was a true story.  Before I 
could answer, they launched into an online conversation debating whether it could be a 
work of fiction or non-fiction.


Comments like: !we were able to see the stories even though there were no pictures”
demonstrates how listening to a tale on Zoom can be effective!! 


!Did you memorize the stories?” A golden opportunity for me to talk about our craft.


I took a technological leap of faith with an interactive story “The Drum”. It was        
awesome to watch a screen full of kids clapping their hands at the appropriate moment 
and chanting "tira kita ta dha, tira, kita ta dha.”


One young fellow said: "I really liked your description of the stick that the mother found 
on the path. It helped me see it too."  Another student stated that the tale reminded 
him of another story ‘The Gift of a Smile' and then began regaling it. Amazing how one 
story sparks another!!!


With time for one more tale I hesitated on which to pick. The kids told me to choose my 
favourite story.  “The Tale of Meshka the Kvetch” won out, given that we have all had 
our fair share of complaining during this pandemic. The central theme: ‘praise the good 
in your life’. One girl mentioned, “my mother taught me to send positive energy into the 
world with my thoughts and in doing so, good things will come my way.” Isn’t  that the 
truth!!!


The host thanked me for sharing stories of hope and for describing the role of the   
Rabbi, calling him a wise man, like a Priest, Father or other man of faith. She             
expressed: “it's important for the students to understand that there are many faiths in 
the world with good values like theirs.” 




I was delighted to learn that 160 students chose to attend my session during a time 
slot when other exciting activities were being offered. 


The Ajax Public Library - hosted Dr. Roberta Bondar PS. Other schools were invited, 
but never got back to the librarian. Although the session had been planned for grades 
4 - 6, the teachers from grades 1 - 2 asked if they could join in. They wondered if it 
might affect my story selection. I assured them it wouldn’t, all would be welcome, and 
a screenshot would be taken before 65 students would pop into view.


They were delighted to hear that I had chosen a story from Afghanistan because some 
of their students would be celebrating the holy days of Eid, a holiday from the region.

After telling a story of my own creation ‘A Girl With a Calabash’ a boy named Mustafa 
said: !I love your stories and I hope someday you will become an author. Your books 
will do well, maybe you can be the next J.K. Rowling.” (I kid you not!!)


The students asked about my favourite book growing up. Although my answer may 
have been a little shocking, the truth is that I wasn’t a good reader. Honestly, it was my 
least favourite activity. A favourite book today would be ‘The Tale of Meshka the Kvetch’         
because Meshka reminds me of my grandmother who loved to Kvetch (complain). It’s easy 
to tell a story when you know the voices of the characters.


They wanted to know what influenced me to become a storyteller. “Robert Munsch 
telling stories to a room full of teachers,” I answer. “He had everyone mesmerized with 
words and voice alone. Another influential teller was Peninnah Schram from New York. 
I listened delightedly in the workshop as she told stories without reading. With          
determination I would try this in my classroom using props or felt pieces on a flannel 
board to help me remember the sequence of details.”


During the second day, I Zoomed back and forth between Takhini School in Whitehorse 
and Children’s Garden School in Ontario.  In one session, some of the students drew 
on small white boards while they listened. Afterwards they presented and described 
their pictures.


I was asked "how do you find stories?” “Do you memorize them?”  All great questions 
especially the second one because it speaks to the heart of what storytellers do when 
they begin telling stories. I blew a kiss toward the screen and answered: “the secret is, 
we don’t memorize!!!!”  I proceeded to share my process of finding, and learning tales.


Later that evening I received a message from the library technician: "dinner at my 
house was filled with recounts of the stories you shared, and the bedtime stories      



requested for tonight are to be 'sans book’. Music to my ears!! Although someday I 
hope to have something in print.


In my last session with grades 4 - 7 at Takhini School in Whitehorse I was asked: !Do 
you ever make up your own stories?" “YES!!”  ‘Girl with a Calabash’ exemplifies how 
I’ve created a new tale inspired from the Haitian Folktale ‘The Monkey Who Asked for 
Misery’ to tell the girl’s story. I also embellished ‘Ukko's Bread’ to suit an                    
intergenerational storytelling by adding a young girl and twisting the plot so that she 
could gain wisdom quickly and not suffer the wrath of Ukko disguised as a stranger.


Lastly, a teacher inquired how I came to have so many folktales from around the world 
in my repertoire?"#$%"&'(%)*+",-+".%&/0"+%1%2)%3")4"5%(5%+%/)"6)457)%11%5+"48"9-/-3-"
4/")$%":;<="Canadian Children's Book Week Tour, for which I am forever grateful.





